Abstract. We present PARAM, a model checker for parametric discretetime Markov chains (PMCs). PARAMcan evaluate temporal properties of PMCs and certain extensions of this class. Due to parametricity, evaluation results are polynomials or rational functions. By instantiating the parameters in the result function, one can cheaply obtain results for multiple individual instantiations, based on only a single more expensive analysis. In addition, it is possible to postprocess the result function symbolically using for instance computer algebra packages, to derive optimum parameters or to identify worst cases. Markov processes are applied in computer science, engineering, mathematics, and biology. In the early design phase of a system or for the sake of robust modeling, it can be advantageous to leave certain aspects unspecified and use symbolic parameters rather than fixed values. We consider parametric Markov processes (PMCs) where, e.g., transition probabilities are symbolic parameters. As a result, the analysis of properties such as the probability to reach a set of goal states, yields symbolic expressions [?] rather than concrete values. These symbolic expressions are represented by mutlivariate rational functions, i.e. fractions where numerator and denominator are polynomials in the model parameters. To arrive at these results, PARAM uses efficient techniques to manipulate and represent polynomials combined with dedicated state-lumping techniques based on bisimulation. The basic analysis of PARAMis the computation of unbounded reachability probabilities, but it also can handle several extensions of this analysis.
Markov processes are applied in computer science, engineering, mathematics, and biology.
In the early design phase of a system or for the sake of robust modeling, it can be advantageous to leave certain aspects unspecified and use symbolic parameters rather than fixed values. We consider parametric Markov processes (PMCs) where, e.g., transition probabilities are symbolic parameters. As a result, the analysis of properties such as the probability to reach a set of goal states, yields symbolic expressions [?] rather than concrete values. These symbolic expressions are represented by mutlivariate rational functions, i.e. fractions where numerator and denominator are polynomials in the model parameters. To arrive at these results, PARAM uses efficient techniques to manipulate and represent polynomials combined with dedicated state-lumping techniques based on bisimulation. The basic analysis of PARAMis the computation of unbounded reachability probabilities, but it also can handle several extensions of this analysis.
As an example for a PMC, consider the Crowds protocol [?,?] where communication is hidden via random routing such as to protect the anonymity of Internet users. Assume we have n honest Crowd members and m dishonest members. Further, assume that a Crowd member is untrustworthy with probability b = m/(m + n) and denote the probability for random routing (instead of sending directly to the final receiver) by p. We consider the probability q that the untrustworthy members observe the original sender more often than any other participant. In practical applications, the Crowds protocol is deployed with many different parameter instantiations, so it is beneficial to explore the resulting range of behaviors with PARAM.
The Crowds protocol can be conveniently modeled in the input language of PARAM, a variation of the language of the PRISM [?] model checker. From the PMC model, PARAM automatically computes a rational function in the parameters of the model. Assume we have n = 5 honest members and r = 7 rounds of the protocol. Then, the result is a rational function involving multivariate polynomials of degree 21. We can export this function to a computer algebra package for postprocessing, e.g. in order to find optimum parameter settings. In Figure ? ?, we plot the dependency of q from the probability b of untrustworthiness of a member and the forwarding probability p. To arrive at this plot, we have evaluated the rational function at 50*60 parameter instances. We could, of course, have solved a total of 3000 non-parametric model checking problems instead to arrive at the same plot. For n = r = 2 the formula looks as follows:
With the current implementation, PARAM can handle the Crowd model up to roughly n = 10, r = 7, then iterating over a state space up to one million states. Holger: Weiterer Punkt: Wir sagen momentan nirgendwo direkt, was doe properties sind, die wir koennen. Moritz: OK, habs noch mal expliziter hingeschrieben.
Holger: Auch kommt das Wort model checker im Titel vor, aber im Text heisst es analysis. Moritz: hier sehe ich das problem nicht PARAMs method of computing rational functions is inspired by Daws [?] , who treats a PMC as a finite automaton and computes a corresponding regular expression of the accepted language [?] , from which the rational function is obtained. Our method instead works directly on rational functions, and simplifies them on-the-fly. In doing so, we can exploit symmetries, cancellations and simplifications of arithmetic expressions, especially if most of the transition probabilities of the input model are constants. In practice, this results in drastically smaller rational functions during intermediate computations, and hence is the key to an efficient implementation, as experimental evidence shows. The architecture and the components of PARAM are depicted in Figure ? ?.
First, the state-space exploration component generates an explicit graph representation from the symbolic description of the model and property. Thereby it leverages property-dependent optimizations to reduce the number of states, in oder to accelerate subsequent steps.
The lumping [?,?] component leverages bisimulation equivalence to minimize the model. Depending on the kind of analysis to be done, it selects the adequate bisimulation relation that preserves the property under consideration. The lumping component is integrated in a modular way and can easily be adapted. The lumping step is optional. It can however lead to dramatic speed-ups.
To produce the final result in the form of a rational function, the analysis component uses state-elimination and operations on polynomials. Three dedicated engines cater to specific variants of parametric models: PMCs and extended models with rewards or non-determinism.
Selected Features
The algorithmic basis for PARAM has been layed out in [?], but the current implementation of PARAM is improved and enhanced in many aspects. We give an overview of important and novel features of PARAM.
SPIN-like model exploration. In the preliminary implementation [?]
, the low-level state-space generation was rather inefficient. Using SPIN-like [?] techniques, we improved the speed of the state-space generation by a factor of about ten. To this end, we first convert the PRISM model into a C++ library, compile it and generate the state space using the library.
Reward models. In addition to PMCs, PARAM can also treat parametric Markov reward models (PMRMs) in which states and transitions are additionally equipped with reward structures, and these reward structures can be specified as parameters. For PMRMs, we consider reachability rewards, that is, the accumulated rewards till a certain set of target states is reached.
Nondeterministic models. PARAM supports parametric Markov decision processes, which involve both parametric probabilistic choice as in PMCs and nondeterminism. Here we are interested in the maximum probability of reaching a given set of target states. PARAM first reduces the problem to reachability over PMCs, by encoding the nondeterministic choices as additional parameters, and then submits the problem to the engine for PMCs.
Improved data structures. In the PARAM version of [?], we mainly used data structures provided by the arithmetic library CoCoALib [?]. In our improved version, we use specialized data structures and our own more memory-efficient implementation rational functions, to avoid costly conversions between PARAM and CoCoALib. The only part of CoCoALib used now is cancellation of rational functions, as algorithms to do so are very complicated to implement in an efficient manner. We try to call the cancellation routine only if cancellation is possible.
Sharing. We use a global unique table of rational functions. If a rational function occurs multiple times in the model, we only store it once. Rational functions attached to state transitions are just references into this table. This is advantageous, because experiments have shown that rational functions have a tendency of becoming quite large during the state elimination. At the same time, intermediate computations often result in identical rational functions. To exploit sharing, we use a fast hashing mechanism to find such rational functions in the Value Cache. Arithmetic operations on rational functions, like addition, multiplication, are much more costly than for floating-point values. To avoid redundant re-computation, we have implemented a value cache which stores operands and results of operations. Our experiments have shown that, for our current implementation of state elimination, the value cache is only useful during lumping. Because of this, our implementation of rational functions allows to turn this feature on or off, during the different parts of the analysis. This feature existed in the PARAM version from [?], but was improved in newer versions.
Lumping Bisimulation. PARAM features an efficient implementation of lumping algorithms. We employ signature-based lumping [?] which has shown to be more efficient than ordinary [?] lumping. With the help of the value cache, our lumping mechanism is effective for state spaces with several hundred thousands of states [?] . Currently, weak and strong bisimulation lumping for PMCs are implemented. However, our lumping mechanism is written in a modular way, allowing integration of other lumping techniques into the existing framework. Since operations on rational functions are rather expensive, this feature is very important in practice. In certain cases, the minimization algorithm can also be used for parametric Markov decision processes.
